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sit on someone phrasal verb with sit verb uk sɪt us sɪt present participle sitting past tense and past participle sat informal to force someone to be silent

or not to do something the boss is going to sit on him to make sure he says nothing smart vocabulary related words and phrases the meaning of sit is to

rest on the buttocks or haunches often used with down how to use sit in a sentence to rest on the buttocks or haunches often used with down perch

roost to occupy a place as a member of an official body 1 lit to place oneself in a sitting position on someone or something the enormous woman

knocked the crook out and sat on him until the police came i need to sit on this chair for a minute and catch my breath 2 fig to hold someone or

something back to delay someone or something synonyms antonyms strongest matches advise berate censure chide enjoin exhort rebuke reprimand

scold upbraid warn strong matches check counsel ding forewarn glue growl hoist notice rap reprove weak matches call down call on the carpet come

down hard on draw the line give a going over give a piece of one s mind to inquire into or deliberate over a coroner s jury was called to sit on the case

b informal to suppress silence they sat on the bad news as long as they could c informal to check or rebuke squelch i ll sit on him if he tries to interrupt

me see full dictionary entry for sit phrasal verb sit on something informal to have received a letter report etc from somebody and then not replied or

taken any action relating to it they have been sitting on my application for a month now join us definition of sit on as in to crack down on synonyms

similar words relevance crack down on put down clamp down on slap down quash silence snuff out repress subdue suppress quell squash squelch

crush antonyms near antonyms help assist aid support back prop up stir from longman dictionary of contemporary english sit on something phrasal verb

informal to delay dealing with something i sent my application about six weeks ago and they ve just been sitting on it sit see verb table sit on something

meaning definition what is sit on something to delay dealing with something learn more sit on definition to be a member of a committee etc see

examples of sit on used in a sentence intransitive to rest your weight on your bottom with your back straight for example on in a chair she sat and
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stared at the letter in front of her adv prep may i sit here don t just sit there do something just sit still he went and sat beside her the man who had sat

next to me on the plane she was sitting at her desk to cause someone to be in a position in which the lower part of the body is resting on a seat or

other type of support with the upper part of the body vertical sit at many people get back pain from sitting at a desk table for too long sit in she was

sitting in an armchair watching television 4 answers sorted by 41 it depends on the kind of chair you sit on a dining chair or an office chair but in an

armchair share improve this answer answered jun 28 2012 at 9 30 barrie england 140k 10 244 404 add a comment 66 piggy backing on barrie s answer

you could you say that it depends on how relaxed your posture becomes you can sit on a variety of things it doesn t have to be a meditation cushion

chairs pillows etc all can work the key is sitting in an upright comfortable posture that is stable and allows for relatively comfortable sitting ideally without

moving for 20 minutes or more definition entries near show more save word sit in on phrasal verb sat in on sitting in on sits in on to attend something

such as a class or meeting without officially participating she s been asked to sit in on the meetings dictionary entries near sit in on sit in judgment sit in

on sitio see more nearby entries to force someone to be silent or not to do something the boss is going to sit on him to make sure he says nothing

smart vocabulary related words and phrases limiting and restricting anti libertarian armlock 1 push your hips as far back as they can go in the chair in

office chairs the best way to sit is to let the shaped back support your back and shoulders by scooting your hips back as far as they go then adjusting

the other components of the chair to offer support 1 5 22 two of bhp group s biggest rivals are sitting on the sidelines for the moment as they watch to

see how a takeover offer for anglo american plc will play out both rio tinto group and remember marina bay is our top pick for where to stay in singapore

for your first time and little india is a great option on a budget thankfully there are some great budget hotels and hostels right in the city centre our pick

for the best hostel in singapore is the bohemian and studio m hotel is our favourite hotel 1 to serve as a member of a jury committee etc 2 to confer on

or investigate 3 informal to suppress repress or squelch 4 informal to hold something back from being considered or acted on see full dictionary entry for

sit webster s new world college dictionary 4th edition copyright 2010 by houghton mifflin harcourt june 2024 exact dates 1 day 2 days 3 days 7 days

home hotels singapore map view top destinations for singapore city trips find hotels in some of the most popular cities in singapore singapore

cleanliness convenient public transportation sightseeing 372 hotels hotels in the most popular regions in singapore



sit on something english meaning cambridge dictionary

Apr 05 2024

sit on someone phrasal verb with sit verb uk sɪt us sɪt present participle sitting past tense and past participle sat informal to force someone to be silent

or not to do something the boss is going to sit on him to make sure he says nothing smart vocabulary related words and phrases

sit on definition meaning merriam webster

Mar 04 2024

the meaning of sit is to rest on the buttocks or haunches often used with down how to use sit in a sentence to rest on the buttocks or haunches often

used with down perch roost to occupy a place as a member of an official body

sit on idioms by the free dictionary

Feb 03 2024

1 lit to place oneself in a sitting position on someone or something the enormous woman knocked the crook out and sat on him until the police came i

need to sit on this chair for a minute and catch my breath 2 fig to hold someone or something back to delay someone or something



870 synonyms antonyms for sit on thesaurus com

Jan 02 2024

synonyms antonyms strongest matches advise berate censure chide enjoin exhort rebuke reprimand scold upbraid warn strong matches check counsel

ding forewarn glue growl hoist notice rap reprove weak matches call down call on the carpet come down hard on draw the line give a going over give a

piece of one s mind

sit on definition and meaning collins english dictionary

Dec 01 2023

to inquire into or deliberate over a coroner s jury was called to sit on the case b informal to suppress silence they sat on the bad news as long as they

could c informal to check or rebuke squelch i ll sit on him if he tries to interrupt me see full dictionary entry for sit

sit on phrasal verb definition pictures pronunciation and

Oct 31 2023

phrasal verb sit on something informal to have received a letter report etc from somebody and then not replied or taken any action relating to it they

have been sitting on my application for a month now join us



sit on synonyms 36 similar and opposite words merriam

Sep 29 2023

definition of sit on as in to crack down on synonyms similar words relevance crack down on put down clamp down on slap down quash silence snuff out

repress subdue suppress quell squash squelch crush antonyms near antonyms help assist aid support back prop up stir

sit on something meaning of sit on something in longman

Aug 29 2023

from longman dictionary of contemporary english sit on something phrasal verb informal to delay dealing with something i sent my application about six

weeks ago and they ve just been sitting on it sit see verb table sit on something meaning definition what is sit on something to delay dealing with

something learn more

sit on definition meaning dictionary com

Jul 28 2023

sit on definition to be a member of a committee etc see examples of sit on used in a sentence



sit verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage

Jun 26 2023

intransitive to rest your weight on your bottom with your back straight for example on in a chair she sat and stared at the letter in front of her adv prep

may i sit here don t just sit there do something just sit still he went and sat beside her the man who had sat next to me on the plane she was sitting at

her desk

sit english meaning cambridge dictionary

May 26 2023

to cause someone to be in a position in which the lower part of the body is resting on a seat or other type of support with the upper part of the body

vertical sit at many people get back pain from sitting at a desk table for too long sit in she was sitting in an armchair watching television

word choice sit in a chair vs sit on a chair english

Apr 24 2023

4 answers sorted by 41 it depends on the kind of chair you sit on a dining chair or an office chair but in an armchair share improve this answer

answered jun 28 2012 at 9 30 barrie england 140k 10 244 404 add a comment 66 piggy backing on barrie s answer you could you say that it depends

on how relaxed your posture becomes



things to sit on the sitting project

Mar 24 2023

you can sit on a variety of things it doesn t have to be a meditation cushion chairs pillows etc all can work the key is sitting in an upright comfortable

posture that is stable and allows for relatively comfortable sitting ideally without moving for 20 minutes or more

sit in on definition meaning merriam webster

Feb 20 2023

definition entries near show more save word sit in on phrasal verb sat in on sitting in on sits in on to attend something such as a class or meeting

without officially participating she s been asked to sit in on the meetings dictionary entries near sit in on sit in judgment sit in on sitio see more nearby

entries

sit on something definition cambridge english dictionary

Jan 22 2023

to force someone to be silent or not to do something the boss is going to sit on him to make sure he says nothing smart vocabulary related words and

phrases limiting and restricting anti libertarian armlock



how to sit 12 steps with pictures wikihow

Dec 21 2022

1 push your hips as far back as they can go in the chair in office chairs the best way to sit is to let the shaped back support your back and shoulders by

scooting your hips back as far as they go then adjusting the other components of the chair to offer support 1

bhp s biggest rivals sit on the sidelines of anglo m a drama

Nov 19 2022

5 22 two of bhp group s biggest rivals are sitting on the sidelines for the moment as they watch to see how a takeover offer for anglo american plc will

play out both rio tinto group and

where to stay in singapore the best areas in 2024

Oct 19 2022

remember marina bay is our top pick for where to stay in singapore for your first time and little india is a great option on a budget thankfully there are

some great budget hotels and hostels right in the city centre our pick for the best hostel in singapore is the bohemian and studio m hotel is our favourite

hotel



sit on definition in american english collins english

Sep 17 2022

1 to serve as a member of a jury committee etc 2 to confer on or investigate 3 informal to suppress repress or squelch 4 informal to hold something

back from being considered or acted on see full dictionary entry for sit webster s new world college dictionary 4th edition copyright 2010 by houghton

mifflin harcourt

the best singapore hotels where to stay in singapore

Aug 17 2022

june 2024 exact dates 1 day 2 days 3 days 7 days home hotels singapore map view top destinations for singapore city trips find hotels in some of the

most popular cities in singapore singapore cleanliness convenient public transportation sightseeing 372 hotels hotels in the most popular regions in

singapore
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